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Gramatica ingles pdf



I'm resuming Gram tika Inglisa.       (Inclure free in PDF) Ren en Fijas. ART CULOS Introducci n Art culoDeterminado (a / an) Art culo Determinado (the) Ejercicios Art culos SUSTANTIVOS Introduccis Introduccis Contables is a piece of paper) G Nero (he, it) Formaci n del Plural (car, cars) Sustantivos
Compuestos (Race car, Classroom) Los Sustantivos derivados de verbos (To paint, artist) La Posesi n. - No, no ADJETIVOS Classes de Ajevios (what?, short, this, everyone, his, everyone...)    Nero and Mero (He's good, she's good, we're good...)    Posici n (Beautiful house, the house is beautiful)
Adjetivos sustantivados y compuestos (Dark-blue) El comparativo and el Superlativo (tall, tall, highest) Adjetivos demostrativos (That, those, those, those) Adjetivos distribution (Anyone, anyone, or...)    Adjetivos de cantidad (Some, everyone, many, many...)    Ajáljivos interrogates (what?, whose ?...)   
Adevos calliosis (Mine, yours, his, her...)    Adecellvos gentilios (America, America, America, America...)    Ajetivos Nuneral (One, Two, Three...)  PRONOMBRES Clades de Pronombres (I, who, who, passed...)    Pronombres personalities (me, you, him, me, him, she...)    Pronomy demos (That, like, no
one...)    Pronobras relatvos (Who whose...)    Pronobri interrogations (who?, whose? ...)    Pronobra reflexes (I, myself, myself....)    Proomri recites procos (Each other, each other) Pronombres poses (Moya, yours, his...)  ADVERBIOS Clases de adverbios (Easy, often, for sure ...)    La comparaci n de
los adverbios (Hard, harder, hardest) La posici n del adverbio (It suddenly... / Suddenly it ...)    Uso-specifically de algugos adverbios (Elena is quite smart...)    Expresiones adverbiales (Immediately because, in the register works ...) PREFERRED FOR LAS GUESSERS (Watch, take care of) Preferred en
ingl s A-B (About, above, the...)    Pre-poses en ingl s C-O (During, for, on...)    Prefer p-Z engle (past, with...)    Las Conjuncies (As, but for...) C mo aprender las preposiciones en ingle s. VERBAS Generalis (play, you play...)    Lisa de verbos Regulares (Act, believe, win...)    Lisa de verbos Irregularity
(start, hide, see...)    Leaf de Verbos Compuestos / Fersal verbs (hurry ...)    El verbo To Be (I'm a teacher, you're a student) El verbo To Have (I have a new car) El Presente (I live in London) El Pret Rito (I've lived in London for five years) El Futurro (They'll leave tomorrow) El Condicional (Would you like
a drink?)    El Subuntivo (He Do not come) Infinity (We started to run) El Gerundio (Smoking) Uses of Gerundio / Infinitive (smoking / to smoke) The imperative (Do not stop!)   Passive Voice (This car was made in 1963) Verbal forms in Active and Passive (It was done ...)   Mixed verbs (They traveled,
walked...)   Modal Verbs - Introduction (can, may, will, will...)   Can and Can (I can swim, he can play the piano) Modal Verbs (Can, can, be, should) May / Can - I have to (Can I borrow my car?) C mo learn irregular VERBOS in English. C mo learn PHRASAL VERBS in English. OTHER GRAMMATICAL
FORMS Time (what time is it?)    Date (20 July 2001) Determining (The, a, my, or, some ...) C mo use PUNTUACIN CHARACTERS in English.   ENGLISH GRAM TICA SUMMARY This summary of English grammar covers the most important grammatical and linguistic aspects. In addition to free online
access, you can download this PDF summary for free on the same page. You can also practice with Grammar Exercises in English (with solutions). For more details and a more detailed explanation of the included points and other grammatical topics, see our English Grammar Pr ctica. You can also
access our aggregated English in tabs that you can save or print. If you are looking for consistent training tailored to your level, check out our free English courses. PRONOUNS are words that replace the name. Peter is happy / He is happy (he is happy replaced Peter) PERSONAL PRONITY I - I (I is
always written with May cheekbone) You - T , you - l She - Ella It - ELLO (something, animal) We - We - You - They / as a DEMOSTITTIVE PRONITY This - East, that, that those - Those - Those , those , these relative pronoun who - Che, qui n, which, of which, of which, for whom - qui n, to whom, to
whom , chi who (for people) What - What, what (about things) That - What, what , what , what (for people and things) What - What - What LOCAL INTERROGATION WHO? - Who? Who? - Who? Whose? - Who is this? What is this? - What happened? Who exactly? - What are you doing? Reflexive
location Yourself - Be yourself, yourself , yourself (impersonal) - Me, myself, yourself - Be yourself. Yourself - Yourself, yourself - Yourself, ourselves - we, ourselves - yourself - yourself, for yourself, for yourself - for ourselves, to create them pronouns REC PROCOS - Be, to each other - some of the other
POSESIVE PRONOUNS Mine, mine - M O, m o, m OS, m OS, m OS, ms, ms, yours, yours, yours, yours - yours, yours, yours, yours, yours, yours, etc.     ART CULOS Art donkeys are words that precede the noun, which indicates their d nero and n mere. ART CULL INDE TERMINATED A-A, An - A, one
- missing plural. To express the importance of some, some use adjective some (some). - (a) is used in front of words beginning with consonants, from aspiration h or u, eu, ew, when spoken /ju:/, and in front of words beginning with or when pronounced u (e.g. one).   ART CULO DEFINES - Nouns are
words we use to name objects, people, pa sets, etc. CONTABLES AND CONTABLES - We classify in the group accounting nouns all names that form individual elements in themselves and which can form groups with other elements of the same type and therefore be listed. Cups, photos, oranges,
potatoes, bottles, books, refrigerators, cars... - In the group of the countless we usually include all substances and materials, as well as abstract qualities: Salt, I cola, water, wood, lead, iron, silver, wine, poverty, wealth, money (in rich gene terms, not as coins or banknotes) etc.   G NERO in English, we
find four different d neros: male and female, neutral and com n. - G NERO MASCULINO, refers to male people. As an identifier, the pronoun he's pre-opened. - FEMALE NERO G applies to females. The pronoun that it is pre-attached as an identifier. - G NERO NEUTRO is applied to objects and animals
in a rich gene sense. As an identifier, it is pre-prescribed. - G NERO COM N applies to nouns that serve both g neros. Teacher / Teacher - Child / Ni o / a ...       plural formation - usually the plural is formed in English with the one s. one book - two books / one car - two cars There are some exceptions: - If
the word ends with a s, ch, s, x or z, let's add 'es'. - If the word ends with a consonant + y, we usually change y to i and add es. - There are also irregular plural: One person - two people One mouse - two mice of existence derived from VERBOS - The usual m suffoth to form a noun derived from a verb is -
er (only -r when the verb ends in -e). For work, work /worker, worker, worker Smoking, smoker, smoker LA POSESI N / GENITIVO SAJ N In English, parent (property or possession) is formed in two ways: 1. By proposed on, (de), which is usually used when the holder is not a person: The window of the
house 2. Where the holder is a person, a form known as parent saj n (by origin) shall be used. To the name of the ruler, app strofo and s ('s) is added and appears in the sentence in front of the name of something pose da: My brother's car / dog John's ADJECTIVES here words that join a name to
expand, complement and quantify its meaning. - Adjective English names are in Mr Nero and n grouper. Yellow, yellow, yellow, yellow, yellow - Usually placed in front of the noun: I have a big book / I have a large book MATERIAL AND COMPOSED - In English the adjective can not exercise the functions
of noun. Therefore, we can not find as spa ol adjectives essential (young man, old man, poor....). It is therefore necessary to use the adjective in relation to the noun that defines it. A young woman / A young woman - Old man / Old man - Poor comparative and SUPERLATIVE - COMPARATIVE -
COMPARATIVE reconciliation Is formed with an adjective, between the construction as... (as... as) for positive and interrogating phrases and not as... as or not so ... negative phrases. I'm as young as you/ I'm young as T - LOWER MIT COMPARATIVE is formed with adjective shifted between construction
less... than (less ... comparison of equality in a negative way (which has the same meaning) is more common. It is smaller than you/ l is younger than t - SUPERIORITY IS FORMED IN TWO WAYS: 1) A gives the adjective suffoth -er for comparison superiority and -est for superiority. Big (large) / larger (m
s large) / largest (big m s) 2) Upcoming word more (m) for comparison superiority and most, for superlative Smart /Smart More smart /M S smart Most / The smart miveive adjective This - (this, this, this) They - (these, these) - (those, these) DISTRIBUTIVE APPLIES EACH - Everyone - Each - Either - or-
or, either, neither, neither, neither, neither. Not one, not the other. Neither other (other) - other amounts APPLY SOME - some, some - each - many - many / so much (both) / too much (too) / How much? - No, not much - very little - a little - a little - at most - at most - all, enough - enough, enough, enough
question adjectives what? - What? Who exactly? - What are you doing? Whose? - Who is this? How? - How much? How? - How much?       POSESIVE APPLIES MI - Mi (s), m o Your - Tu(s), su(s) his - Su (de l) She - Su (from her) his - Su(s) us - our - ours - your (their) colors Black - Black blue - blue
brown - Orange - Orange orange - red - white - yellow - yellow yellow In English are inscribed as the names of pa ses, nationality (France, French) with may cheekbone. Its main forms are: 1. The name of the country: Germany (Germany) 2. Your adjective, language: English (Ingl s) 3. Nationality:
Argentino 4. The collective name: Chileans in general, the word for determining nationality is the same as a gentle adjective and the collective name corresponds to the plural. Italy (Italy) Italian, Italian (Italian) Italians (Italians) In some cases, adjectives and nouns have different forms: Denmark (Denmark)
/ Danish / a Dane / The Danes / The Danes Spain (Spain a) / Spain / Spanish / Spanish N MEROS / NUMERAL ADJECTIVES WE DIVIDED THE NUMERICAL ADJECTIVES OF CARDINALS AND REDNISIAL 1 - (n group) - One (cardinal) - First (dynamite) 2 - Two / Second - Three / Third 4 - Four /
fourth 5 - Five / fifth 6 - Sixth / Sixth 7 - Seven / Seventh 8 - Eighth / Eighth 9 - Nine / Ninth 10 - Ten / Tenth 11 - Eleven / Eleven 12 - Twelve / Twelfth 13 - Thirteen / Thirteen 14 - Fourteenth / Fourteenth / Fourteenth 15 - 111 / 11, etc. 20 - Twenty / Twentieth 21 - Twenty-One / Twenty-First, etc. 30 - Thirty
/ Thirty 40 - Forty / Forty etc. 100 - One hundred - A/ hundredth 1000 - thousand - A / one housandth 1,000,000 - A millionth/ oneth, etc. ADVERBIOS - It's part of prayer , the main function of which is to modify or supplement the meaning of the verb, adjective or other called. Teacher speaks slowly /
Teacher speaks Adverbs explain how an action is performed. slowly tells us how the teacher speaks and is a dialect mode. There are several types of adverbs of a way, callouts for place, adverbs of time, adverbs of frequency, quantity (callouts for quantity), question adverbs), Relative adverbs, Numeral
adverbs, degree adverbs, probability adverbs, confirmation adverbs, adverbs of denial. FREQUENCY ADVERBS Always / always ordinary / usually / Often sometimes sometimes / sometimes rarely / rarely, rarely, rarely never / almost never / never prepositions prepositions can serve as a link between
two words or different elements in prayer or may accompany ar to a verb serving as a link to the supplement. - The main prepositions in English are: about, over, over the past, despus of between (three or m s) to before, in front, behind us so far between (two or m) but except, down to the bottom down,
except, from, from the inside inwards, as well as, close to a distance of (far from) from ( far from) from, above, over, on the other side, resused to, bottom up, above with no UNIONS - The connection is used b sicamente to connect two sentences. You can also link phrases or words within a sentence. The
main alliances are: As used to squeeze: (a.) time b.) Mode or mode c.) Equality comparison d.) contrast e.) Cause As well as corresponds to the wave so(yes). Because it's equal to because... (causal link). Both of them... both, when accompanied by a link and, used to highlight two facts of equal
importance. But it corresponds: a.) Al, but spa ol: b.) With Sino SPA ol c.) For the pretext, it's a wave, except... or either used with or corresponds to spa wave union or .., o For Since... If a.) You can express a status or assuming that) Option c.) They are like mares not only ... but also used when you want
to give more importance to the second of the facts Or there may be three very different meanings: a.) Equivalent of o espa ol b.) or, if not in.) Nor until, though. VERBOS - Regular verbs form the ancestor rito and biased adicipleindo immateriality -ed to the form b SICA I work / (I work) --&gt; worked -
Irregular verbs form past and past sacrament irregularly. Eat (eat) --&gt; Ate / Eaten auxiliary verbs Auxiliary verbs perform an important function in English, as they serve to form complex times, passive voice, future and conditional. Some additional forms are also used to form questions, refusal, etc. to be
/ be, to be, to have / have, you have to do / do. There is no translation when used as an assistant.   MODAL VERBS Can, can - Talk about opportunities and abilities, ask and give permission, ask and offer things. May, you can - talk about the possibility, ask and give permission. It must be concluded that
something is true. Also to talk about necessity and obligation. Will - They are used to form the future. It's used to form a conditional. - It's more common. PRESENT is formed with the infinitives of the verb without up (form b sica) for all people, the exception of the singular third person who ade ade last -s:
play I play I play play T play, when the verb ends with -ss, -ss, -o, -ch, -x adedede to a single third person the end -e. When ending with y, preceded by consonants, y changes y of ies THE PAST Past simple past works, similar to the Ordinary Present, except that we use the helper do for all people
(including the third singular person he/she/it). In a positive sense, the helpers do not appear, using the ending ed. There is a wide range of verbs that do not meet this condition, that is, for the affirmative form they do not use the ending ed, but their shape is incorrect. They do not follow any rules, so the
only way to know their path of the past is to learn it. They are called Irregular Verbs.  AFIRMATIVA Negative game You played you played You played a game I played i played no game they do not play They do not play they do not play Yu Ju no T not play You do not play, you do not play, you have not
played They have not played the FUTURE The usual way of the future in English has the following structure: Theme + will + verb play / I play in the questioned form that you turn the order of subject and help: Will you play? / The shape of the structure of the negative form in question is: help + object + will
not you not play? I don't play t? PROGRESSIVE FUTURE This form of the future is used in English more often than in espa ol. Its structure is as follows: subject + future of be + gerundio of the verb to correct you will fly to Paris tomorrow at this time / Ma Ana at this time is flying to Paris Verbo to be
(present) form AFIRMATIVE FORM negative form I am (I am) I am not (I am not) am? It's me, I'm not, am I? you are (you) you are not (not) right? You're not, are you? he's not (not) he is, is he? It's not, is it? we are (we) not (not) right? we're not, we're not, we're not? you are (you) you are not (not) right?
You're not, are you? they are (they are) they are not (not) right? They are, aren't they? TO BE (PRET RITO) AFFIRMT form negative form interrogation was I was not (I was not) was? I went, didn't I? - Was I? Wasn't that you? It was you, you were, it wasn't, was it? Was that you? he wasn't him, was he? It
was, wasn't it? Is that it? Is? we weren't us (wasn't) right? We went, bouquets, / we were, it wasn't us, we weren't, / we weren't, we weren't going? Wasn't it you? Right? they were not (not) they? they were, weren't they? - They were? THE VERBO TO HAVE INFINITIVO PRET RITO PARTICIPIO to have
haber, had hub, hab, had PHRASAL VERBS PHRASE PHRASES ARE EXPRESSIONS Idiom idiom that combine verb + preposition or adreion. Example: Verb: Rotate. The verb Turn has b sico meaning of turn. Phrasal verb: Include (verb) + (preposition) - Turn on. Turn on - connect (e.g. connect or turn
on a switch). Frazeal verb has for itself one or more meanings (which can be very different and often do not exactly correspond to the meaning of the verb, or say that they formed it). The interpretation of the right meaning depends on the context of the sentence. The phrasing verb can be detached or
inseparable. For example, Fill is a phrase-shaped verb that is detachable: Please fill in the form. Although it should not always be used separately: Please fill out the form. However, other phraseal verbs are inseparable and preposition or adrection always accompanies the verb. For example, Looking for is
a phraseoral verb that is integral. I'm looking for my keys. - Can't you see them somewhere? TIME IN INGL S The expression used in English to ask the time is as follows: What time is it? or what is the weather? What time is it? It uses a.m. and p.m. in a more formal and normally written language. Banks
are open from 9:30 a.m.m.m. In the morning, in the afternoon, Evening, Evening hour by point / quarter past ... and quarter and average / a quarter to ... ' less quarter' When an hour follows part of minutes if less than 30 is used adverb past. If higher, indicate the minutes followed by the preposition to. 110
is 11/ are eleven and twenty-ten / are four minus ten DATE INGL S In English use the simple numerals (first, second, third, etc.) to express the dates, as opposed to the all spa, in which cardinal numbers are used (one, two, three, etc.). Today is June 2 / today is June 2 to express d d while using a pretext
on. Instead, the in preposition is used to express months or months. You came on May 12 / came on May 12 you came in May / you came to May You came in 1995 / you came in 1995 In English, unlike OL SPA, the months and d as written with may cheekbone. March / March - Monday / Monday The
months of the week are: Monday / Monday Tuesday / Tuesday Wednesday / My rcoles Thursday / Thursday / Friday Saturday / with bado Sunday / Sunday Months of the year are: January / January February March / March / April / April / May / June / July / August / September / October / November /
December / December Seasons of the year are: Spring / Spring Summer Autumn (USA) / Otto or Winter / Winter FRASES tiles in INGL S SALUDOS How are you doing?     Hi!. How are you doing?   All right, thank you very well, good afternoon Good afternoon Good night, I present to you...     Let me
introduce you to...   Nice to meet you Will we see you later TEL FONO NESS mesai?     Can I leave a message?   - Pudo Tomar un Mensai?     Can I deliver a message?   Horse, please?     Who's talking, please?   Please, without a shell, please, please, Pudde Hablar, please?     Can you speak up?   -
Please?     Can you speak slowly, please? EN EL HOTEL Tengo has not kept...     I booked a room for...   I would like a one-bedroom Cu nto cuesta la habit?     What's the room?   Please send my luggage to Nos vamos el...     - What am I going to do?     Can you get rid of my bill? EN EL RESTAURANTE
Camarero, gelm l le map por Waiter, can I have the menu, please?   - yes, but I'm not.     Where do we sit?   - No, no Which wine do you recommend?   Kamareco, traiga la Cuenta Kellner, can I have the bill, please? Directiones Disculpi, is lişo la Calle Director?     Excuse me, is the main street far from
here?   It's steam tomar?     Which bus do I have to take to get to...?   What's distracted?     How far is it?   D 2000 is on parachute and subway?     Where is the bus stop / underground entrance?   1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Where is the hotel, the
museum, the police...    Dan De Haine Una Pharmacha?     Where's a pharmacist?   Conoset used La Ciudad?     Do you know the city? COKIE HABLA USED ENROSE?     Do you speak Spanish?   Don't I understand that I don't understand Pude Esprib?     Could you write it down, please?   Ku has a
dicho?     What did you say?   Please speak slowly, please.     What does that mean?   - No, no, how do you spell...   C mo se pronunciation ?     How do you pronounce it?   Soya extranero, I'm a foreigner Puede darme... ?     - What's that?     - Pude Deverme...     Can you tell me...   Puede ayudarme, a
favor?     Can you help me, please?   Por, Ted...     Please bring me... Descarga o imprime el resumen de la GRAM TICA INGLESA PR CTICA en *Tambi n te puede interesar: La Mansi n ingl s. Copyright C.B. - All rights reserved . - -
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